A Few Public Domain Links to Space-related Video Footage
(This list is only a very small sample of possible footage available for use from the internet.)

ISS Expedition Post-Flight highlights

Scientific Visualization Studio
http://svs.gsfc.nasa.gov

Video from Jet Propulsion Lab (Mars, Comets, Asteroids, Earth, and more)
http://www.jpl.nasa.gov/video/

ISS Research and Science

Russian Soyuz Spacecraft

Life aboard the ISS
https://archive.org/details/ISSVideoResourceLifeOnStation720p

Exterior of ISS

Views of Earth

Orion
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLiuUQ9asub35rTzGKMhwHUTdqyiiiXFC5BY

Cargo Vehicle (Dragon, Cygnus, Soyuz, ATV, HTV) Ground Processing
https://archive.org/details/ISSVideoResourceGroundProcessing720p

Cargo Vehicle (Progress, ATV, HTV, Dragon, Cygnus) Arrivals and Departures at ISS

Crew Earth Observations
http://eol.jsc.nasa.gov/Videos/CrewEarthObservationsVideos/

Cassini
http://saturn.jpl.nasa.gov/video/

Voyager

Solar and Heliospheric Observatory
http://sohowww.nascom.nasa.gov/gallery/movies.html